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Interview Transcript 
 
Interview reference: Biochemistry 4 
Role: Member of academic staff 
Interview length: 1hr 8 mins 
Format: Face to face 
Questionnaire respondent? Yes 
 
 
A. Identities 
 
A1. Which discipline group best describes your field of interest? 
 
Biochemistry - bioinformatics, specifically the computational handling of data from 
biochemistry. 
 
 
A2. Briefly describe a typical research project workflow. What steps do you go through 
e.g. from generating data, then analysing it and eventually publishing? 
 
A good example in this context is that we’re interested in analyzing the effects of mutations on 
protein structure and how those relate to disease. The first part of that problem is to collect 
mutation data. There are various sources: things like the SNP databases, OMIM, and lots of 
specific mutation databases where people are just interested in one protein and publish their 
data on the web. Also mutation data from journals.  We don’t tend to work with that very much: 
we tend to let someone else do that bit and put the data on a website.   One thing we are 
interested in is developing text-mining to extract mutation data from either publications or web 
pages.  
 
Having obtained the data, we tend to put it into our own XML format and from there we feed it 
into a relational database together with structural data from PDB and then a set of analysis 
tools that we run on those structural data.  Then finally, we link the structural data with the 
mutation data to try and explain the structural effects the mutation may have.  Ideally we’d like 
to have clinical data as well about the effects the mutations.  On the very large scale that 
we’re dealing with this, trying to extract that from the literature is not practical.  It’s all right for 
the analysis of one protein but for what we’re trying to do, which is everything, it’s just not 
possible. 
 
 
 

B. Source data 
 
B1. Could you confirm the types of electronic source data you produce? (7) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire that s/he produced: databases; 
derived data; and text-based files.] 
 
See A2. 
 
 
B2. In what formats are these source data held? (8) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire that data were held as: XML; 
database files; HTML; keyword-markup flat files e.g. PDB, Swiss-Prot, Genbank etc.] 
 
See A2. 
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B3. How is this data produced? 
 
See A2. 
 
 
B4. How is this data stored?  
 
We store them locally on our own Unix network within Biochemistry.  Within Biochemistry we 
have probably about 10 terabyes of storage.  Probably within the groups we work with 
something like 4 to 500 CPUs. 
 
 
B5. Generally, how large are the files you generate? 
 
Very, very variable: some PDB files can be quite small e.g. 35kb up to something like dbSNP 
or Genbank files which are several gigabytes. In terms of relational databases, we regularly 
use databases with 8-10 million rows of data. 
 
 
B6. You indicated in the questionnaire that you “sometimes” generate a combination 
of differing data formats.  What formats might be combined? (9) 
 
We have web pages with combinations of images, downloadable PDB files that we generate 
on the fly, together with data that are extracted from our relational database.   
 
 
B7. To what extent do you think the data you generate would be useful for other 
research projects? 
 
Quite a lot.  So here [http://www.bioinf.org.uk/pdbsws/], this is mapping between two data 
resources for example Swiss-Prot or Uniprot and mapping the data that are in that to the PDB 
where you’ve got structural data.  So quite often the numbering in the PDB structural data 
won’t match the numbering in the sequence file: residue 1 in the sequence file might not be 
residue 1 in the PDB file, either because they’ve crystallized a fragment, or because they 
have internal definings on sequencing.  So this is a resource that we make available that 
maps one to the other and this gets a lot of external use. 
 
Another examples is our antibodies site, which gets around 2,000 hits per month.  Some of it 
is just information but there are resources here that people have used to query antibody 
sequence data. 
 
 
B8. Would it need any modifying before dissemination i.e. would it be easy for others 
to use in its raw state? 
 
Again the PDB to Swiss-Prot mapping, as well as making it queriable here, you can download 
full mapping as a plain text file so people can use it within their own software as well as that 
we provide a REST-style interface to our data. 
 
 
B9. Conversely, why might you wish to access source data generated by other 
research projects? (10) 
 
We don’t really generate our own raw data as it’s always based on data from other people.  I 
guess our major sources are the PDB, Swiss-Prot, dbSNP, HGVbase, Genbank, EMBL, 
IMGT and antibody-specific databases. 
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B10. What kind of data?  
 
See above. 
 
 
B11. How do you find and access it? (11) 
 
We also use all these locus-specific mutation databases. The webpage maintained by Human 
Genome Variation Society tries to keep up with what’s out there but they don’t make a very 
good job of it.  Often the webpage goes unmaintained for 18 months before updates and 
there are resources on there that don’t exist any more and so on.   So, it’s not something 
we’re doing at the moment but it’s tied in with this text-mining thing - this grant proposal we’re 
planning to put in – to use agent-based technologies to search for these databases 
automatically and then parse them automatically. 
 
 
B12. How might the sharing of this source data be made easier? 
 
Even these really well-maintained resources like Swiss-Prot, which is hand-annotated with 20 
to 30 people working on it, is crap! Not in terms of everything that it does, but it has so many 
problems. For one of our projects we are particularly interest in accurately defining author 
logs – the author log is the equivalent protein doing the same job on another species.   We 
want to find author logs and only author logs: various people doing this with clustering 
sequences but it’s not as accurate as hand-annotated sequences.  We thought this should be 
easy to get from Swiss-Prot.  The Swiss-Prot identifier consists of a protein name, an 
underscore and the species.  So we thought we’d use the identifier to pull out all the proteins 
with the same name.  Our example was Protein C: PROC is concerned with blood clotting so 
when we found PROC_ecoli, I was a bit worried as as far as I know Ecoli doesn’t have any 
blood!   It turns out it’s a completely different protein also called PROC.   PROC_human 
changed identifier, so if you’re used to working with PROC_human then it just changed. This 
sort of thing just does not make any sense.   It’s an issue with standards.  PDB is also 
keyword-based flat files but they seem reluctant to add additional keywords.  That means that 
when someone has a new protein with fairly obscure features, they have to twist the existing 
keywords to mean something somewhat different. There’s a whole raft of essentially free text 
at the beginning which is incredibly difficult to parse and to pick up anything meaningful from.   
 
We have a particular interest in antibodies.  Every antibody has a name which people refer to 
it by.  Looking at the header of this PDB file, the name of the antibody is reasonably clear 
however here it’s just HyHel5, here it’s HyHel-5 and here it’s Hy/Hel-5 and they’re all exactly 
the same thing.  Apart from the punctuation problem, how could you pick up the name of that 
antibody completely automatically?  There are some extremely non-trivial problems.  All it 
needs is an extra keyword, something like name!  That’s all it needs! 
 
 
 

C. Source repositories 
 
Do you submit data to source repositories? 
  
n/a. 
 
 
C1. Why did you choose these repositories? 
 
n/a. 
 
C2. How easy was it to submit data? 
 
n/a. 
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C3. Anything that you particularly liked or disliked about the process? 
 
n/a. 
 
 
C4. Do you download data from any source repositories? 
 
See above 
 
 
C5. How frequently? 
 
Nightly.  We mirror every night or every week depending upon the database. 
 
 
C6. What were your experiences of this process? E.g. How easy was it to find what you 
were looking for? 
 
See B12. for some problems. 
 
It’s generally reasonably easy.  With the exception of these locus specific mutation databases, 
which because they’re not centrally maintained resources, they tend to be difficult to get hold 
of.  PDB and Swiss-Prot are very easy.  We tend to mirror everything locally and work with 
our local mirrors. 
 
 
C7. How in your opinion could source repositories be improved? 
 
Standards!  There would be an advantage in having things like RSS feeds so you would know 
when things had changed.  Standardizing and improving metadata is clearly the real key thing. 
Names are not used consistently. 
 
The second problem is discovery of resources and the fact that a lot of these smaller 
resources aren’t provided in a downloadable form, so they’re just web pages that you have to 
screen scrape and of course that’s going to break if they decide to reformat their pages.  
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D. Metadata 
 
 
D1. What metadata fields do you consider important to describe your data? (13) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire that the following highlighted 
metadata fields were important to describe his/her data] (13): 
 

• Project reference numbers/identifiers 

• Author / data creator name(s) X 

• Title of data set X 

• Subject keywords X 

• Funding source 

• Publisher  

• Dates of project  

• Date (e.g. of data creation) X 

• Format (e.g. PDF or HTML)  

• Project description X 

• Project title 

• Other 
 
D1. Do these fields describe the resources enough to allow others to determine the 
file’s contents?  Are there any other fields missing? 
 
Names are really the key thing so that one can tie data together properly.  Links between 
resources, so this mapping between PDB and Swiss-Prot really shouldn’t have been 
necessary. Also links between associated sequence data e.g. antibodies that you have a light 
chain and a heavy chain which in a natural antibody are associated with one another.  In the   
structural data that’s not a problem – you have the light chain and the heavy chain in the 
same file.  But there are two sources of sequence data for antibodies which make no effort to 
tell you which heavy chain goes with which light chain.  Is possible to find out sort of with one 
of the sources but so far we’ve not managed find anything within the IMGT data that lets us 
reasonably unambiguously tie the light chain to the heavy chain because the name is 
embedded in free text. We’re just starting a new project on antibodies to enhance our 
database and we’re hoping to spend time on text mining to do this. 
 
We have a feeling that the people who maintain the IMGT data have more data than they 
make publicly available.  There are fields on which you can search their web site, which don’t 
seem to be mirrored in the data that they distribute for download.  Again this is a big pain. 
 
 
D2. At what stage are metadata assigned to your research data? (14) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire that “we don’t have a formal 
process of assigning metadata, but all [the listed] items are provided with the data we make 
available”.] 
 
 
D3. Who assigns this metadata? (15) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire that “I decide which terms to use 
and I assign them; metadata are generated automatically.] 
 
 
D4. Does your use of metadata vary according to the type of data you submit? i.e. 
would you use other fields to describe other types of data? 
 
Yes. Things like the dates things were deposited. For crystal structures it’s not of any real 
interest as far as the data themselves are concerned, it’s only really of interest in terms of  
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seeing to see how the data has exploded in quantity.  Whereas with the antibody sequence 
data there is certainly added interest in when things have been deposited from the point of 
view relating to when patents are issued. 
 
 
D5. Do you know of any standard metadata sets that are used to describe your data? 
 
I don’t know of anything. Every format tends to have its own way of doing such things. 
 

 
 
E. Data access and sharing 
 
E1. What measures do you use to make your research data available? (16) 
 
[The interviewee had already indicated via the questionnaire: by the provision of a publicized 
URL.] 
 
 
E2. What factors would encourage you to share your research data? (17) 
 
It’s my job. That’s what bioinformatics is about.  It’s about two things: computational biology 
and formatting and making data available. 
 
 
E3. What factors would discourage you from sharing your data? (18) 
 
Not really, not unless it was data that needed to be published or patented before we shared it. 
 
 
E4. What kind of formal restrictions do you apply to the release and/or access to your 
research data? (19) 
 
None. 
 
 
E5. What actual practical measures or processes do you use to control access to your 
data? (20) 
 
Not for the data we make available at the moment.  With the software we release we ask 
people to fill out a registration.  This is only to monitor how many people are downloading it 
and also to send them emails when there are bug fixes and to use for grants so we can say 
how many people are using it. 
 

 
 

F. Output repositories 
 
F1. Which output repositories do you use for information to draw on in your research? 
(21) 
 

• Institutional [eg. Eprints repositories] 

• Discipline X [eg. arXiv] 

• Publisher X [eg. ScienceDirect] 

• None 

• Other 
 
PubMed is our main resource. When we read papers we never go to the library any more.  
We don’t really search the publisher resources but we obtain the papers from the publisher. 
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[In fact the interviewee only uses publisher repositories.] 
 
 
F2. And to source material for teaching you used (22) 
 
Not really. Not online resources. I tend to work on the basis of information published in books 
instead. 
 
[N.B. Despite noting in the questionnaire that s/he used institutional, discipline and publisher 
repositories to source material for teaching, this is not in fact the case.] 
 
 
F3. When making your own research papers available, how do you choose where to 
publish or deposit? 
 
A combination of impact factor and whether we feel it’s going to the right audience.  It’s a 
relatively restricted field so most of the time we publish in Journal of Molecular Biology or 
Bioinformatics.  Also Protein Engineering. 
 
 
F4. In which output repositories do you deposit your research publications? (23) 
 
On my own web site.  Full text but I do actually password protect them to deal with copyright. 
 
 
F5. Of the output repositories you have used, what were their good or bad points? 
 
PubMed – a bad point is that we use LaTeX /BIBTeX  for our paper writing and they don’t 
make their data available in BIBTeXt format. However they do have this wonderful e-tools 
they call it, which is a REST-type interface to their data to enable me to write my own search 
tool which gets the data back in XML and then reformats it to BIBTeX. 
 
 
F6. How could output repositories be improved? 
 
They have a one box search and if you want to restrict you have to remember a rather 
obscure language with brackets. I would prefer a search form that splits up the fields.   
 
 
F7. Would you consider depositing your research papers in an open access 
institutional repository? 
 
Yes.  If I knew how to do it! 
 
 
 

G. Support 
 
G1. Please would you describe the level of support you receive when using output 
repositories.  This can be from individuals or from online links or advice. (26) 
 
I haven’t spoken to anyone. I’ve used the help pages to find out how to construct complex 
queries. 
 
 
G2. Do you think you are using output repositories efficiently? 
 
Through my own interface, yes.  But I can’t memorize these obscure search strings. 
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G3. Might there be features of output repositories that you are unfamiliar with? 
 
Possibly, I can’t say I’ve ever had a situation when I’ve thought, it would be really good to 
search on xyz and didn’t know how to do it. 
 

 
 
H. Reprise of project aims – Source repositories 
 
H1. You indicated on the questionnaire that if were possible to link from repositories of 
source data to the publications developed from this data, it would be of “significant 
advantage to your work”. Why is this?  (5) 
 
Again the mutation data because from that you can get to clinical data.  If could follow these 
links automatically it would make like easier. 
 
[NB His answer was concerned with source-to-source links.] 
 
 
H2.  You indicated on the questionnaire that if it were possible to go directly from 
within an online publication or other text to the primary source data from which it was 
derived, it would be of “significant advantage to your work”. Why is this? (6) 
 
There in particular, as hopefully the source data would be in a machine-readable format, so 
spotting something of interest in a paper and then immediately being able to access it rather 
than typing it in again would be make life a lot easier. 
 
 
H3. Having now considered both source and output repositories, and how they might 
relate, what functionality do you consider to be missing from the source repositories 
you have used? (28) 
 
A lot of them do have information on publications so the information is kind of there but if you 
were using Swiss-Prot online it would be nice if those publications could be accessed 
transparently.  You can do it from Swiss-Prot but not PDB although they’ve recently updated 
the website. 
 
 
H4. We are exploring ways of providing links from repositories of source data to 
repositories of published papers because we believe there is a need amongst 
researchers to identify published (and pre-published) papers that have made use of 
their source data.  In what way can you identify with this perceived need? (29) 
 
Yes I can identify with that. 
 
 
H5. Linking to source data from output repositories will require that an adequate range 
of metadata is applied to the source data that will persist over time. What sort of 
difficulties – and solutions to them – might you anticipate when attempting this? (30) 
 
Yes. That is certainly a problem with PDB entries as they very rarely get updated.  They get 
deposited once and then not updated.  Quite often the primary reference isn’t there and it will 
just say in press or something.   
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I. Reprise of project aims – Output repositories 
 
I1. What functionality is missing from the output repositories you have used? (31) 
 
See F6. 
 
 
I2. We are considering building an interface for output repositories that would let you 
as a depositor, associate newly deposited publications with the data from which they 
are derived.  In what way might this be of benefit to you or indeed others? (32) 
 
I’m not sure how valuable it would be to have a separate resource.  Every paper we publish is 
related to data that we make available on the web.  The paper will have the URL in there, so if 
they read the paper online then the links are usually active. So I would slightly question the 
value of a separate resource that specifically tied the two together, at least for the things I do, 
because we put the information in there anyway.  That may not be the case for everybody, 
but in bioinformatics it tends to be standard.  
 
Thinking of the mutation data again, I’m sure there are papers that are published that don’t 
provide links, so in this case it would be valuable. 
 
In general people may decide to put their data on the web or make it available after the paper 
has been published, so there’s no link from the paper.  In those cases is clearly it would be 
valuable to have some form of repository link. 
 
 
I3. A number of new operations could be supported within an output repository, such 
as the automatic creation of links, the automatic embedding of source repository data 
and the presentation of relationships (i.e. showing publications and their source data 
in adjacent windows). How do you think these features could meet your needs? (33) 
 
It would be useful for some people yes, but not necessarily for the things we do. Assuming 
the repository would have some form of SOAP or REST interface then there would be various 
possibilities for text or data extraction at a higher level looking for trends in those data.  If you 
have links between publications as well, then you might be able to explore links between data 
resources that are not linked directly to one another via publications, or vice versa, between 
publications which don’t reference one another but which both reference the same data 
resources. 
 
 
I4.  What other features might you expect to be advantageous? (33) 
 
See I3. 
 
 
 

J. Reprise of project aims – Potential solutions 
 
J1. A ‘dataset knowledgebase’ is an online service which allows the creation of two-
way links between source and output repositories.  It could resolve questions placed in 
either direction and could also be enhanced through the addition of features such as 
stored user annotations, quality assessments or ratings and answers to FAQs about 
specific sets of data held in a repository.  What is your opinion of the value of such a 
concept? (34) 
 
If by adding annotations you mean a WIKI-type thing where anybody could add information, 
then it could be quite valuable.  It would allow people to comment on data and problems 
they’ve found with data and maybe save others a lot of time.  It should be anonymous! 
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J2. Are there specific issues you might want it to address? (34) 
 
Not issues but making access available through SOAP or REST is essential. So it’s not just a 
case of going to a web page.  We would find it advantageous if we could query it within our 
own scripts. 
 
 
J3. Some data repositories are open to all enquirers while others are password 
protected.  If we are expecting to design links that will provide access from open 
repositories to controlled repositories, we shall need to devise some level of validation 
and temporary access rights.  Could you describe the extent to which this is necessary 
in the context of your own source data? (35) 
 
It’s not necessary at all. 


